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The European Initiative for Biotechnology Education (E.I.B.E.) seeks to promote
skills, enhance understanding and facilitate informed public debate through improved
biotechnology education in schools and colleges throughout the European Union
(EU). It is funded through the Biotechnology Programme of the European
Commission’s Fourth Framework.
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EDITORIAL
The word biology is relatively young; it
dates from 1802. After a lag time during
which it was synonymous (in the eyes of
non-biologists) with activities like butter-
fly hunting, we now find ourselves
surrounded by terms like bio-ethics, bio-
informatics and biotechnology. Biology is
everywhere now, even computers are said
to have viruses and clones. Undoubtedly
it is a virtue of  biotechnology that ethics
has been brought to the attention of the
public. Ethics is, as everybody now
knows, concerned with what we ought or
ought not to do.

Much of  the ethical discussion concerns
the transformation of  crop plants or
animals with foreign DNA. Whatever
their outlook, it is widely held by the
public that consumers ought to have the
freedom to choose between alternatives.
This is addressed by labelling rules.
Another ethical aspect, earlier in the

production chain, that also vies for
attention concerns companies which
induce farmers to use only their products,
e.g. seeds and herbicides. Companies of
course, want to earn back the money they
invested; at least their shareholders
require them to do so. However, it would
be quite unsatisfactory if  there were a
special ethics for business, allowing
companies to recover invested money as
quickly as possible, preferably with a
profit. Rumours that companies behave
like this make people uneasy; they make
people rebel. Further rumours of  infor-
mation ‘smoke-screens’ exacerbate the
situation. It all provides an atmosphere
conducive to the acceptance of  dubious

experimental results. It also provokes
discussion between deaf  people. It is
known by now that knowledge in itself
does not lead automatically to acceptance.
Yet transparency is the only way to
convince consumers that they are taken
seriously.

The policy of  E.I.B.E. is to provide the
best possible means -to students as well
anybody else- of  developing an inde-
pendent and balanced view about bio-
technological issues The views may be
different. But real discussions are no
problem.

Swiss and German teachers meet in Überlingen

Photo (copyright by
German magazine
CLB Chemie in Labor
und Biotechnik): Dr.
Anna Sternicka
(Poland), Prof. Dr.
Kur t Frischknecht
(Switzerland) and
Prof. Dr. Raytcho
Dimkov (Bulgaria)
learning about some
of the E.I.B.E.
teaching materials.

(ETH, Zurich) and Esther Schärer
(Nestlé Foundation, Vevey) In the
ensuing discussions participants agreed
E.I.B.E. should continue their effort to
raise awareness of  biotechnology
among teachers in both countries.

New E.I.B.E. members from Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, Estonia and Poland

came also to Überlingen as observers.
These representatives were encouraged
by their experience of  the course to
organise similar events in their own
countries.

About 15 teachers from Germany and
Switzerland recently attended an in-
service training course at the Jörg-Zürn
Technical High School in Überlingen
on Lake Constance. Organised by
E.I.B.E. in June, this was the first in-
service training course on biotechnol-
ogy in the school for representatives of
both countries.

During the two days the participants
gained much hands-on experience of
E.I.B.E. programmes under the enthu-
siastic guidance of  John Schollar
(NCBE, The University of  Reading,
UK) and Wilbert Garvin (The Queen’s
University of  Belfast, UK). They also
learned about achievements and prob-
lems in Swiss schools and about social
issues surrounding developments in
biotechnology from Kirsten Schlüter
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Creating the Debate

Y Touring is a professional theatre
company for young people.  Through

high quality theatrical productions, the
company helps create a greater awareness
and understanding of  sensitive, contempo-
rary concerns that affect our lives.

Between 1995 and 1998 Y Touring Theatre
Company commissioned, developed and
produced a trilogy of  plays about contem-
porary biotechnology.

The Gift
by Nicola Baldwin is a play addressing contempo-
rary issues in genetics.

The Gift tells the story of  two generations
of  the Kay Family’s struggle and eventual
victory over an inherited terminal disease
in an entertaining and deeply moving way.

1998 - 16 year old Annie Kay is destined to
be a great football player when she is
struck down by a long term genetic illness.
Her 14 year old brother Ryan fights for the
right to be tested for the illness.

2028 - 16 year old Mark a fast rising tennis
star discovers that he was selected at
conception by his father Ryan a commer-
cial geneticist.

Pig in the Middle
by Judy Upton is a play about xenotransplantation.

Sixth former Gemma and sixteen year old
Ryan meet at the local renal unit whilst
undergoing dialysis. Despite their differ-
ences (Ryan is mad keen on football and
clubbing, while Gemma would rather
spend her free time helping out at the local
animal sanctuary and sabotaging fox hunts)
romance blossoms. That is until Ryan is
offered the opportunity to be one of  the
first patients to benefit from a new
treatment, a kidney from a pig.

Cracked
by Nicola Baldwin is a play about mental illness.

Toni is a bright and gregarious teenager
whose descent into depression is triggered
by the pressures of  family and school. She
develops an obsession with troubled rock
star Mickey Mitch and turns to self-harm
for release of feelings that she cannot
understand. Toni’s condition goes unrecog-
nized by family and friends. Distraught, she
eventually runs away from home and is found
sleeping rough and contemplating suicide.

Fortunately, Toni has the support of  a close
friend, Joe, and a sympathetic doctor, Mary,
who struggles to convince her that her inner
turmoil is part of  a depressive illness.

Cracked  is written for young people aged
14-19 years and aims to develop an
awareness of  depression as a treatable
mental illness and to reduce the associated
stigma experienced by sufferers.

Each play is followed by a live debate
involving the audience and the cast who
stay in character to field questions. Each
play is supported by a resource pack,
written in consultation with scientists,
doctors, and patients.

The trilogy has been universally acclaimed
both by the worlds of  science and the arts
for their artistic achievement as first class
dramas and as a ground breaking model for
future dramas that bridge the worlds of
science and the arts.

Developments

As a result of the success of the original
projects, the John Innes Centre and the
Teacher Scientist Network approached Y
Touring to develop and produce a Theatre
of  Debate project about genetically
modified (GM) food. Y Touring commis-
sioned Jonathan Hall to write Sweet as you

are. The drama centres around two people
and the influence they have on a person
undecided about many things in life, not
just the question of  GM food. The
production of  Sweet as you are by won a
coveted Scotsman Fringe First Award for
an outstanding production of  a new play at
the 1999 Edinburgh Festival.

The Future

Y Touring are currently developing a three
part Theatre of Debate programme on
potential uses of  cloning technology, for 14
plus and the public, consisting of  a play to
be written by Jonathan Hall, a debate and
an education pack. The new production
will have its premiere in Autumn 2000

If  you would like to find out more about Y Touring’s
work and in particular have a look at our online
resources for The Gift, point your browsers to:

http://www.ytouring.org.uk.

Our address is:
Y Touring ,
Islington YMCA, 10 Lennox Rd,
Finsbury Park, London N43W.
Tel: 02072725755, Fax: 02072728413.
Email: Nigeltownsend@ytouring.org.uk

Needless to say we are always interested in exploring
any ways of  touring Europe or developing new
partnership projects with other organisations or
individuals.

Nigel Townsend
Y Touring, UK

The Ninth European Congress on

Biotechnology took place in Brussels
from the 11th -15th July 1999. This
famous congress was organised by the
Branche Belge de la Societe de Chimie
Industrielle on behalf the European
Federation for Biotechnology and a
consortium of  Belgium-based non profit
organisations. It was supported by the
Commission of  the European Communi-
ties and by the Minister for Economy for
the Brussels Region.

Eminent scientists mostly from the
industrialised world attended this con-
gress to exchange information about
different areas of  application and research
in biotechnology. Symposia were organ-
ised on: agriculture and food, the environ-
ment, animal and human health, chemical
manufacturing as well as on social and
economic dimensions of  biotechnology.

Horst Bayrhuber from the Institute for
Science Education in Kiel/Germany and
John Grainger from the NCBE, The
University of  Reading/UK  were invited
to organise a session about E.I.B.E.’s work
in biotechnology. Participants in E.I.B.E.
were invited to present various aspects:
Laurence Simonneaux gave a lecture
about her research on students concep-
tions on cloning before and after the birth
of  Dolly; Corinna Hößle presented the
results of  her research on school students’
moral judgement of  gene technology;
Maria Sáez talked about the evaluation of
E.I.B.E. units in Spain and John Grainger
talked about the network of  academe/
industry links with education in the UK.

After the presentations an interesting
discussion took place reflecting the
interest of  delegates in two main aspects:

• the experiences of  E.I.B.E. members
when combining descriptive and
normative dimensions of
biotechnology in biology teaching;

• the implementation and evaluation of
the E.I.B.E. units in different European
countries.

There was a consensus that the education
of  biology teachers should not only
consider scientific knowledge but also
philosophical aspects of  biotechnology.

Horst Bayrhuber and Corinna Hößle
IPN, Kiel DEUTSCHLAND

ECB 1999 in Brussels
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Biotechnology: Past and Present extract from Unit 17
If you want to know more about E.I.B.E. units have a look under the address: http://www.eibe.org

The Task Group on Public Perceptions of Biotechnology

1.* Ethical Aspects of Agricultural Biotechnology report. ISBN 90-76110-05-0. 64pp.

2. Handbook Biotechnology for non-specialists Second Edition. An updated listing of  selected
public information materials, organisations contactable for information, web sites, etc.
for those seeking information on biotechnology. July 1999. ISBN 90-76110-06-9. 368pp.

3.* Environmental Biotechnology. Briefing paper 4, Second Edition, January 1999. 4pp.

4.* Biotechnology Legislation in Central & Eastern Europe. Briefing paper 9, June 1999. 4pp.

5. New paradigm: New policies healthcare and the new genetics in Britain and Germany. Seminar report
27-29 November 1998 at Hinxton Hall. A report highlighting the discussions held during
a seminar on what needs to happen if  the promise of  genetic medicine is to be fulfilled.
These countries have very different methods of  organising health care delivery for their
citizens and this provided a vital stimulus to the debate, challenging assumptions and
questioning traditional ways of  thinking. July 1999. ISBN 0-9533596-0-6.  29pp.

6.* Focus on Future Issues in Biotechnology. Workshop report 7-9 April 1999 at Killiney Bay,
Dublin. This report presents and further develops the statements produced by the
participants during a three-day think tank on future issues in biotechnology and its
potential contributions to a more sustainable agriculture. ISBN 90-76110-08-5. 10pp.

7.* Dialogue in Biotechnology. A workshop report (20 April 1998) on best practices in conducting
public dialogues. ISBN 90-76110-04-2. 12pp.

8.* Public Opinion about Biotechnology: a Survey of Surveys. A collation of  public opinion surveys
on biotechnology. It is intended as a reference guide to the public opinion survey
information that is available in European and other countries. To be updated in 2000.
ISBN 90-76110-03-4. 54pp

* These reports are available and downloadable for free from our website.

Available from the EFB Task Group on Public Perceptions of  Biotechnology Secretariat:
Oude Delft 60, NL-2611 CD Delft. Email: efb.cbc@stm.tudelft.nl
Tel: +31 15 212 7800/7474 Fax: +31 15 212 7111
Website: http://www.kluyver.stm.tudelft.nl/efb/home.htm

If  you have any further queries, please contact:

The role of environmental biotechnology
Environmental biotechnology is the application of
biotechnology for the protection and restoration of  the
environment. As with other applications of  biotechnol-
ogy, use was being made of  ‘environmental biotechnol-
ogy’ long before the term came into use. Systems for the
purification of  water by filtration and the treatment of
sewage on a municipal basis were developed in the
second half  of  the 19th century by civil engineers but it
was not fully realised that microbiological processes were
involved until the 1930s. Gradually mechanical engineers
increasingly worked in collaboration with biologists in the
true interdisciplinary spirit of  biotechnology to develop
improved biological systems for dealing with the increas-
ing volume of  polluted water produced by society and
industry and to meet their ever-growing demands.

Ana María Bravo-Angel
 Task Group on Public Perceptions of Biotechnology, NEDERLAND

The Task Group exists to promote

public understanding and informed

public debate of  modern

biotechnology in Europe. It has a

very broad membership, including

scientists, industrialists,

environmentalists, journalists and

others with an interest in

communicating about

biotechnology with the general

public. The interesting perspective

of  our Task Group is that it is

independent of  all particular

interests, and does not seek to

promote any particular point of  view

about biotechnological applications.

The Task Group undertakes many

activities designed to improve the

quality of  public debate about

modern biotechnology in Europe

with the support of  the European

Commission DGXII. We produce

several publications, organise

training workshops and conferences,

etc.

Our publications are designed to

provide concise, objective overviews

of  particular issues for the benefit of

the non-specialist. Below you will

find a list of  our most recent

publications.

pollution
routes

Unit 17, Fig. 2 illustrates the routes of pollution
arising from increases in population and
industrialisation which affect the basic water cycle.
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SVERIGE

Mrs. Margareta JOHANSSON, Föreningen Gensyn, P.O. Box 37, 26821

Svalöv, email margareta.johansson@gensyn.svalov.se, Dr. Elisabeth

STRÖMBERG, Östrabogymnasiet, Kämpegatan 36, 45181 Uddevalla,

email es@ostrabo.uddevalla.se

THE UNITED KINGDOM

Dr. John GRAINGER/ Mr. John SCHOLLAR/ Dr. Caroline

SHEARER, National Centre for Biotechnology Education, The Univer-

sity of  Reading, Whiteknights, P.O. Box 228, Reading RG6 6AJ., email

j.m.grainger@rdg.ac.uk, j.w.schollar@rdg.ac.uk, c.shearer@rdg.ac.uk, Mr.

Wilbert GARVIN, The Queen’s University of  Belfast, School of  Educa-

tion, 69 University Street, Belfast BT7 1HL, email w.garvin@qub.ac.uk,  Dr.

Jill TURNER, The Queen’s University of  Beldfast, School of  Nursing and

Midwifery, 1-3 College Park East, Belfast BT7 1LQ, email

Jill.Turner@Queens-Belfast.ac.uk, Dr. Paul WYMER, 6 Park Way, Whet-

stone London N20 0XP, email paul.wymer@virgin.net, Dr. Jenny LEWIS,

University of  Leeds, Centre for Studies in Science and Mathematics Educa-

tion, Leeds LS2 9JT, email j.m.lewis@education.leeds.ac.uk, Mr. Adam

HEDGECOE, University College London, Dept. of  Science and Tech-

nology Studies, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT, email

a.hedgecoe@ucl.ac.uk

E.I.B.E. co-ordinator

Prof. Dr. Horst BAYRHUBER, Institut für die Pädagogik der

Naturwissenschaften (IPN) an der Universität Kiel, Olshausenstr. 62, 24098

Kiel, Deutschland. Tel.: ++49-431-880-3129, Fax: +49-431-880-3132 email:

csec@ipn.uni-kiel.de

E.I.B.E. secretariat

Dr. Jens FRIEDRICH/Renate GLAWE, IPN an der Universität Kiel,

Deutschland. Tel.: +49-431-880 5151 and +49-431-880 3132, Fax +49-431-

880 3132, email friedrich@ipn.uni-kiel.de, glawe@ipn.uni-kiel.de

E.I.B.E.

E.I.B.E. Editorial Board:  Paul Wymer, Horst
Bayrhuber, Jens Friedrich, Jan Frings,
Ognian Serafimov.

Designed and typeset by:  Caroline Shearer,
NCBE, Reading, UK.

Printed by: Alden, Oxford, UK.

Reproduction from E.I.B.E. Newsletter is
permitted for educational purposes with
reference to the source.

Also available on the web:
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ELLADA

Prof. Vasilis KOULAIDIS/Ass. Prof. Vasiliki ZOGZA-DIMITRIADI,

University of  Patras, Dept. of  Education, Rion, 26500 Patras, email

zogza@upatras.gr, Koulaidi@upatras.gr

ESPAÑA

Dr. María J. SÁEZ, Dr. Angela GÓMEZ-NIÑO/ Rosa

VILLAMANAN, Universidad de Valladolid, Dept. de Biologia Celular y

Farmacologia, Geologo Hermandez Pacheco 1, Valladolid 47014, email

mariaj@redestb.es, Angela@biocel.uva.es, rvillama@dce.uva.es

FRANCE

Prof. Gérard COUTOULY, LEGPT Jean Rostand, 18, Boulevard de la

Victoire, 67084 Strasbourg Cedex, email coutouly@cybercable.tm.fr, Prof.

Laurence SIMONNEAUX, ENFA, Toulouse, Boîte Postale 87, 31326

Castanet-Tolosan Cedex, email laurence.simonneaux@educagri.fr

ITALIA

Prof. A. BARGELLESI-SEVERI/Dr. Stefania UCCELLI/Dr. ssa. A.

CORDA-MANNINO, Centro di Biotecnologie Avanzate, Largo Rosanna

Benzi 10, 16132 Genova., email dcs@ist.unige.it

LUXEMBOURG

Mr. John WATSON/Laurent KIEFFER, European School, 23 BLVD

Konrad Adenauer, 1115 Luxembourg, email laurent.kieffer@euroschool.lu,

john.watson@ci.educ.lu.

NEDERLAND

Dr. David J. BENNETT, European Federation of  Biotechnology Work-

ing Party on Education, Cambridge Biomedical Consultants, Oude Delft

60, NL-2611 CD Delft, email efb.cbc@stm.tudelft.nl, Dr. Fred

BRINKMAN, Hogeschool Holland, Communication Project, P.O. Box 261,

1110 AG Diemen, email f.brinkman@hsholland.nl, Drs. Liesbeth van de

GRINT, Hogeschool van Utrecht, Coordinatiecentrum van het Landelijk

Network voor Educatiecentra voor Biotechnologie, Postbus 14007,  3508

SB Utrecht, email Liesbeth.vd.Grint@feo.hvu.nl, Dr. Jan F.J. FRINGS, Pr.

Marijkelaan 10, 7204 AA Zutphen, email j.frings@hccnet.nl, Dr. Ana-Maria

BRAVO-ANGEL, Secretariat of  the Task Group on Public Perceptions

of  Biotechnology, Oude Delft 60, NL-2611 CD Delft, email

efb.cbc@stm.tudelft.nl

RZECZPOSPOLITA POLSKA

Dr. Anna STERNICKA, Uniwersytet Gdanski, Wydzial, Al. Legionów 9,

80952 Gdansk, Fax +48/58/341 20 16

SCHWEIZ

Dr. Kirsten SCHLÜTER, ETH, Institut für Verhaltenswissenschaften, ETH

Zentrum TUR, Turnerstr. 1, 8092 Zürich, email schlueter@ifv.huwi.ethz.ch

Teaching biotechnology - the science/humanity split and E.I.B.E.

scientific texts. Of  course, the debate
about how much science people (students
and teachers) need to know in order to
understand salient issues continues to be
a subject of  controversy amongst educa-
tionalists and those wishing to promote
the Pubic Understanding of  Science. But
in the meantime, E.I.B.E. has an
immediate problem - how to ensure
that the educational units they have
produced for use by all teachers get
used by humanity teachers? This
problem extends beyond our immedi-
ate concerns and has wider educational
and democratic consequences.

A subgroup of  E.I.B.E. members with
an interest in expanding the focus of
biotechnology education into areas of
social and ethical concerns are currently

setting up workshops with humanity
teachers. These will take place in
different European countries in order
to explore how teachers can best utilise,
or adapt the units for their own teach-
ing and student needs. The results from
these workshops and their evaluation
promises to offer some concrete
understandings of  the problem. The
results are scheduled to be available by
the end of  2000. Thus far, we expect
comparative information from England,
France, Italy, Denmark, Sweden, Holland
and the Czech. Republic. In addition to
these activities the group is also explor-
ing ideas of  improved ways of  integrat-
ing biotechnology and the humanities,
for example, through drama and
language school projects.

During E.I.B.E.’s evaluation of  our
own progress and on the basis of
research (Michael, Grinyer and Turner,
1997), it has become increasingly
apparent that introducing a balanced
content of  biotechnology is difficult,
even when ostensibly suitable educa-
tional material is at hand. There are
probably many individual, institutional
and cultural reasons for this, but one
significant reason appears to be located
in the disciplinary split between science
and the humanities. On one hand,
many science teachers are diffident
about crossing the boundaries of the
science of  biotechnology and teaching
the social, ethical and legal implications
of  it. On the other, many humanity
teachers do not appear naturally
inclined to tackle what they perceive as

Jill Turner
The Queen’s University of Belfast, UK

Michael, M., Grinyer, A., Turner, J. (1997) Teaching Biotechnology: Identity in the context of ignorance
and knowledgeability. Public Understanding of Science. 6 1-17. The Science Museum, London, UK

BELGIË/BELGIQUE

Prof. Dr. Vic DAMEN/ Marleen van STRYDONCK, Universitaire

Instelling Antwerpen (U.I.A.), Department Didactiek en Kritiek,

Universitätsplein 1, 2610 Antwerpen, email vdamen@uia.ua.ac.be,

mvstryd@uia.ua.ac.be, Dr. Maurice LEX, EC, GD XII E-1, SDME 9/38,

Rue de la Loi 200, 1049 Bruxelles, Fax 0032/2/299-1860

BULGARIA

Prof. Raytcho DIMKOV, University of  Sofia “St. Kliment Ohridski’, Faculty

of  Biology, Dr. Tzankov blvd. No. 8, 1421 Sofia, email ray@biofac.uni-sofia.bg

CESKÁ REPUBLIKA

Dr. Hana NOVÁKOVÁ, Pedagprogram co-op Pedagogiká Fakulta UK,

Konevova 241, 1300 Praha 3. Fax +420/2/6845071

DANMARK

Dr. Dorte HAMMELEV, Association of  Danish Biologists, Sønderjyllands

Alle 2, 2000 Frederiksberg, email dorte@centrum.dk, Mrs Lisbet

MARCUSSEN, Association of  Danish Biologists, Skolebakken 13, 5800

Nyborg, email lisbetma@post2.tele.dk

DEUTSCHLAND

Prof. Dr. Horst BAYRHUBER/ Dr. Jens FRIEDRICH/ Dr.

Eckhard R. LUCIUS/ Mrs Renate GLAWE, Institut für die Pädagogik

der Naturwissenschaften (IPN) an der Universität Kiel, Olshausenstr. 62,

24098 Kiel, email csec@ipn.uni-kiel.de, friedrich@ipn.uni-kiel.de,

lucius@ipn.uni-kiel.de; glawe@ipn.uni-kiel.de, Dr. Ognian SERAFIMOV,

INCS-Centre of  UNESCO, c/o Jörg-Zürn-Gewerbeschule, Rauensteinstr.

17, 88662 Überlingen, email joergzuern.os@t-online.de,

ognian.serafimov@t-online.de, Prof. Dr. Eberhardt TODT, Universität

Giessen, FB Psychologie, Otto-Behagel Str. 10, 35394 Giessen, email

Eberhard.Todt@psychol.uni-giessen.de, Prof. Dr. Michael SCHALLIES,

Pädagogische Hochschule, Heidelberg, FB Chemie, Im Neuenheimer Feld

561, 69120 Heidelberg, email schallie@ph-heidelberg.de

EESTI

Prof. Dr. Tago SARAPUU, Science Didactics Dept.,University of  Tartu,

Vanemuise 46-211, Tartu 51014, email tago@ut.ee

EIRE

Dr. Catherine ADLEY, University of  Limerick, Biotechnology Awareness

Centre, Dept. of  Chemical and Environmental Sciences, Limerick, email

Catherine.Adley@ul.ie,  Mrs. Cecily LEONARD, University of  Limerick,

Dept. of  Life Sciences, Limerick, email cecily.leonard@ul.ie
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